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In this study we present ab initio DFT calculations performed on stoichiometric and anion doped GaFeO3
substituting O by a C, N and S atom, respectively. Stoichiometric GaFeO3 has an antiferromagnetic (AFM)
ground state. The Fe atoms of the sublattices Fe1 and Fe2 couple antiferromagnetically via the O atoms
through the superexchange mechanism. Replacing the superexchange mediating O atomwith p-elements
of a different valence electron configuration changes the underlying magnetic exchange mechanism and
influence the ground state properties. This may be used for tuning properties interesting for technical
applications. Four different doping configurations were examined revealing a cell site dependent
influence on the magnetic properties. Carbon, for example, changes the AFM coupling present in the
Fe1–O–Fe2 configuration into a ferrimagnetic exchange for the Fe1–C–Fe2 bond. Depending on the
respective cell site C substitution introduces a ferrimagnetic or AFM ground state. Nitrogen alters
the ground state magnetic moment as well and sulfur introduces large structural distortions affecting
the band gap and the overall AFM coupling inside the doped GaFeO3 simulation cell. We give a detailed
discussion on the respective magnetic exchange mechanisms and electronic properties with regard to
applications as photocatalysis and use the predictive power of ab initio DFT simulations that may trigger
future experiments in the very promising field of tunable multifunctional devices.
 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is anopenaccess article under the CCBY license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
Multiferroics like GaFeO3 (GFO) are promising materials for a
broad field of applications and have attracted great attention dur-
ing the last years [1–3]. Multifunctionalities combined in a single
phase are very attractive for further development of sensors, spin-
tronics and data storage devices.
Stoichiometric GFO is antiferromagnetic (AFM) and shows fer-
roelectric behavior in its ground state [4–6]. The AFM ground state
originates from the AFM superexchange mediated via the Fe–O–Fe
bonds inside the crystal. However, some applications, like data
storage devices, demand a ferromagnetic (FM) behavior. Tailoring
and controlling the magnetic properties of GFO can therefore be
crucial.
A great number of experimental and computational studies
discuss the effect of varying iron concentration on the magnetic
properties. Increasing the amount of Fe atoms increases the net
magnetic moment [4,7–10]. Adding additional Fe atoms creates
unsaturated Fe–O–Fe bonds and leads to the observed
ferrimagnetic ground state.A multitude of studies investigate the effect of cation doping in
multiferroics like BiFeO3, ZnO and GFO to name but a few [11,12].
They report changes in the ground state properties which may be
important for tailoring materials regarding new technical applica-
tions. Theoretical and experimental studies on Cr, Mn and Co
doped GFO report changes of the structural parameters, the mag-
netic ground state and the Curie temperature depending on the
respective substitution cite (Fe or Ga sites) [13–15].
A much smaller number of studies examine the effect of anion
substitution, exchanging the O atom by another main group ele-
ment. Nitrogen and fluorine doped BiFeO3 and ZnO show changes
in their ground state properties and report enhanced ferromag-
netism, polarization and absorption shifts into the visible region
[16,17].
There is an experimental study performed by Dhanasekaran and
Gupta [19] investigating the effect of N and S doping on the photo-
catalytic properties of GFO substituting O. Transition metal oxides
and their occurrence as multiferroics have proven to be good pho-
tocatalysts [18]. Dhanasekaran and Gupta [19] report a significant
increase of the photocatalytic property producing H2 by water
splitting substituting O sites with N and S atoms, respectively.
Water splitting using solar-radiation is a most promising way for
producing sustainable fuel.
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pure and single anion doped GFO simulation cell. Based on our ear-
lier investigation [20] we have chosen four O substitutional sites
(see Fig. 1) exchanging O by a C, N and S atom, respectively.
We focus on a detailed discussion on the magnetic exchange
mechanism present in the respective anion doped Fe–X–Fe
(X = C, N, S) complex and its effect on ground state properties like
the band gap and the total magnetic moment of the GFOX simula-
tion cell.
Beside trying to explain the enhanced photocatalytic property
reported by Dhanasekaran and Gupta [19] we use ab initio calcula-
tions as a predictive tool revealing properties that are useful for new
applications and may help to interpret future experimental results.
2. Computational details and methods
All calculations were carried out with the Vienna Ab initio Sim-
ulation Package (VASP) [21–26]. The potential between the elec-
trons and ionic cores is described with projector augmented
wave (PAW) pseudopotentials [27].
The simulations were carried out on an 8 f.u. GFO unit cell con-
taining 40 atoms. To provide a reliable description of the effects of
electronic correlation the calculations were performed using the
generalized gradient approximation in the Dudarev formalism
[28], denoted as GGA + U, and Heyd–Scuseria–Ernzerhof (HSE)
hybrid functionals [29–32]. Applying Dudarev’s approach the
effective on site coulomb- and exchange parameters U and J do
not enter separately, but in the form of Ueff ¼ U—J. Setting
Ueff ¼ 4 eV yields reliable results for the magnetic moments and
the cell parameters as compared to experiment [20].
In the case of anion doped GFO the simulation cell was relaxed
within the GGA + U approximation until all force components were
smaller than 0.01 eV/Å. The atomic positions, the shape and the
volume of the simulation cell was allowed to change during relax-
ation. Plane waves with an energy up to 550 eV were included in
the basis set in order to avoid Pulay forces. The Brillouin-Zone inte-
gration was performed on a 6 6 6 C centered k-mesh with a
Gaussian smearing of 0.05 eV. Total energies were converged
better than 1 106 eV.
We performed on top HSE calculations on the GGA + U relaxed
cell geometries. HSE functionals are known to yield reliable results
for the gap size and even more relevant the position of theFig. 1. Cell structure of stoichiometric GFO. The Ga1, Ga2, Fe1 and Fe2 sublattices
are indicated as well as the four investigated doping sites (1)–(4).impurity bands inside the gap which are of great importance
regarding the photocatalytic properties [33–35].
For the HSE functional the short range/long range splitting
parameter was set to x = 0.7 yielding an optimal description of
the experimental band gap and crystal parameters [20]. Account-
ing for the vastly increased computation time the k-space integra-
tion was performed on a smaller 4 4 4 C centered k-mesh.
To quantify the AFM superexchange of the investigated systems
we introduce the AFM coupling strength as a main parameter. In
stoichiometric GFO the AFM coupling strength is defined as the
energy difference between the AFM ground state and a hypotheti-
cal FM state. Forcing the system into a FM state breaks the ground
state AFM couplings. The corresponding energy difference is taken
as a reference to measure the AFM coupling strength. Introducing
anion dopants to the GFO simulation cell can create a magnetic
ground state with a total magnetic moment unequal to zero. The
AFM coupling strength is then defined by the energy difference
between the actual magnetic ground state of the anion doped sys-
tems and a hypothetical FM state.
To gain better insight in the magnetic exchange mechanism, we
partly integrated the density of states of the investigated systems.
To some extent the thereby computed occupation numbers depend
on the chosen muffin tin radii (O = 1.55 Å, C = 1.63 Å, N = 1.40 Å,
S = 2.2 Å). Hence, the integrated O p and Fe d states have to be
taken with caution and can not immediately be compared to oxida-
tion numbers.3. Stoichiometric GFO
Stoichiometric GFO has a noncentrosymmetric crystal structure
and belongs to the Pc21n (No. 33) space group. Its unit cell is
orthorhombic with experimentally determined lattice parameters
of a = 8.735 Å, b = 9.383 Å, and c = 5.077 Å [36]. Formally Fe and
Gaare both in a3+ state,whereas oxygen is in a 2 state.GFOhas four
cationic sublattices (Ga1, Ga2, Fe1 and Fe2) (Fig. 1). The Fe1 and Fe2
atoms are as well as the Ga2 sites surrounded each by an oxygen
octahedron. The Ga1 atoms are located inside oxygen tetrahedra.
The Ga and the O atoms are both non magnetic, whereas the Fe
atoms exhibit a magnetic moment of about 4lB per atom [4,36,37].
In a fully ionic picture Fe is in a 3+ state and left with 5 valence
electrons in its 3d-shell. This would result in a magnetic moment
of 5lB. Measurements and calculations, however, show a local
magnetic moment of about 4lB. In a previous study [20] we give
a detailed discussion on the ‘‘virtual electron transfer” mechanism
resulting in the observed 4lB per Fe atom. The magnetic moments
of the Fe1 and Fe2 atoms couple antiferromagnetically through the
magnetic superexchange turning GFO into an AFM semiconductor.
The AFM superexchange is mediated via the Fe1–O–Fe2 bonds
throughout the crystal introducing a layer like magnetic ordering.
Fig. 2 shows the projected density of states (PDOS) of the Fe1a–
O(1)–Fe2 complex inside stoichiometric GFO. Visible are the equal
magnetic moments of the Fe1a and Fe2 d-states given in red and
yellow, respectively. The O p-states, highlighted in blue, are mainly
populated in the energy range of 5 eV up to1 eV. Taking a closer
look at the Fe1a d-states one recognizes populated states in the
spin up channel. In addition to the 5 electrons occupying the spin
down channel we find an extra electron in the spin up channel.
This additional electron originates from the ‘‘virtual electron trans-
fer” and leads to the observed about 4lB per Fe atom [20]. Same is
true for the Fe2 atom.
In stoichiometric GFO the AFM superexchange is dominated by
two Fe1–O–Fe2 complexes. These are the Fe1a–O(1)–Fe2 and
Fe1b–O(2)–Fe2 configuration with an enclosed angle of 126.34
and 123.01, respectively (see Fig. 1). For visualizing the latter the
simulation cell has to be replicated in c direction. Geometrically
Fig. 2. PDOS of the Fe1a–O(1)–Fe2 configuration in stoichiometric GFO. Given in red
and beige are the Fe1a and Fe2 d-states. Highlighted in blue are the O p-states. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
Table 1
Geometric, magnetic and electronic properties of the respective cell sites (1)–(4) in
stoichiometric GFO. The simulation cell was relaxed using the GGA + U approximation
followed by an on top HSE calculation.
X= O(1) O(2) O(3) O(4)
Cell volume (Å3) 416.17 416.17 416.17 416.17
Fe1a–X (Å) 1.96 – – –
Fe1b–X (Å) 1.97 1.93 2.09 –
Fe2–X (Å) 1.89 1.94 2.09 2.13
Fe1a–X–Fe2 () 126.34 – – –
Fe1b–X–Fe2 () 123.01 123.01 102.62 –
Mtot (lB) 0 0 0 0
X (lB) 0.07 0.02 +0.003 +0.07
Fe1a (lB) 4.10 4.10 4.10 4.10
Fe1b (lB) 4.10 4.10 4.10 4.10
Fe2 (lB) +4.09 +4.09 +4.09 +4.09
Band gap direct upjdown
(eV)
2.68j2.65 2.68j2.65 2.68j2.65 2.68j2.65
Ediff[AFM–FM] (eV) 1.54 1.54 1.54 1.54
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O–Fe2 twisted chain. Stoichiometric GFO contains two Fe1–O–Fe2
chains formed by the four upper left and four lower right Fe atoms
(Fig. 1). The Fe1b–O(3)–Fe2 complex connecting these two chains
shows a reduced AFM coupling. A detailed list of the AFM coupling
strengths of the corresponding Fe1–O–Fe2 configurations is given
in Atanelov and Mohn [20].
Oxygen plays a crucial role in the AFM superexchange mecha-
nism. Exchanging the O atom by another nonmetal X = C, N, S could
affect and alter the magnetic exchange inside the respective doped
Fe1–X–Fe2 complex and as a consequence change the electronic
and magnetic properties of the GFO host matrix. Since there are
two Fe1–O–Fe2 complexes dominating the AFM superexchange
the respective cell site occupation may be substantial for the
resulting magnetic coupling and ground state magnetic moment.
Fig. 1 shows the four substitutional O sites, highlighted in black.
Site (1) and (2) are both part of the AFM coupling strength domi-
nating Fe1–O–Fe2 complexes. Lattice site (3) connects the Fe1b
atom of the upper chain to an Fe2 atom of the lower magnetic
chain forming the Fe1b–X(3)–Fe2 configuration that is character-
ized by a weak bonding in stoichiometric GFO. The next nearest
neighbors of cell site (4) are a Ga and an Fe2 atom. In undoped
GFO the corresponding Fe2–O(4)–Ga configuration shows no mag-
netic coupling since the Ga atom is non magnetic.
Anion doping can affect the GFO simulation cell in several ways.
Beside local alterations of the magnetic exchange mechanism
changes in the cell geometry are introduced as well which again
influence the magnetic coupling.
We compared properties like the band gap, the total magnetic
moment per simulation cell and the magnetic moment of the
impurity atoms and the surrounding Fe atoms as well as cell struc-
ture parameters for all doping configurations with each other.
Structural parameters of interest are the Fe1–X–Fe2 (X = C, N, O,
S) bond length and enclosed angle of the corresponding substitu-
tion site. The corresponding parameters of the stoichiometric
GFO simulation cell are given in Table 1. The Fe1–O and Fe2–O dis-
tances are almost equal showing only small variations. The respec-
tive O atoms are essentially non magnetic and the Fe atoms carry
an absolute magnetic moment of about 4.1lB (see Table 1). The
band gap calculated within the HSE approximation is 2.68 eV for
the spin up and 2.65 eV for the spin down gap. The calculatedAFM coupling strength is 1.54 eV. All energy differences
(Ediff[AFM–FM]) given in this work are calculated per unit cell.
Fig. 3(a) and (b) shows themagnetization density (spin upminus
spin down) of the Fe1a–O(1)–Fe2 complex inside the stoichiometric
GFO simulation cell. Given in red and blue are the positive and neg-
ative magnetization densities, respectively. (a) Plots the spin den-
sity of all occupied states. Visible are the negative and positive
spin densities of the Fe1b and Fe2 atom, respectively. The O(1) p-
states are polarized, showing an inner and outer polarization. The
inner polarization is more pronounced and has reversed orientation
compared to the outer one which is decreased.
The outer polarization of the O(1) p-states can be more clearly
seen in Fig. 3(b). They form an orbital overlap between the Fe atom
and the O atom. This overlap corresponds to the virtual electron
transfer and induces the AFM superexchange. Fig. 3(b) shows the
partial spin density for the energy range of 5 eV up to the Fermi
level and allows a better presentation of the superexchange
mechanism.
The O p-states are almost evenly distributed over an energy
range of 4 eV up to 1 eV (see Fig. 2).
Regarding the PDOS of the anion doped systems (see the follow-
ing sections), there is an increased number of electronic states near
the Fermi level. This most likely can be attributed to an enhanced
interaction with the neighboring Fe atoms and to the reduced elec-
tronegativity of the anion dopants. The magnetic exchange mech-
anism in these systems is located in the upper part of the PDOS
between 1 eV up to the Fermi level. The following anion doped
partial magnetization densities are therefore plotted in this respec-
tive energy range.
Plotting the partialmagnetizationdensity for stoichiometricGFO
in the range of1 eV up to the Fermi level would yield equal spatial
spin density distributions as shown in Fig. 3(b) but with vastly
decreased intensities. The superexchange mechanism and its over-
lapping Fe–O orbitals are therefore much less visible anymore.
Hence, comparing thepartialmagnetizationdensitiesofpureand
anion doped GFO is still reasonable for the chosen energy ranges.
Noteworthy we do not include inner cationic site disorder to
our calculations keeping the system simple in a first approach.
Inner cationic side disorder describes site changes of Ga and Fe
atoms which are well known for GFO and often seen in experiment
[4,10,36,38].
4. Anion doped GFO
4.1. Carbon doping
Substituting a single O atom with a C atom has various effects
on the GFO host matrix. It increases the cell volume and can
Fig. 3. Magnetization density of the Fe1a–O(1)–Fe2 complex inside stoichiometric GFO. Given in red and blue are positive and negative spin densities, respectively. (a) Shows
the spin density of all occupied states. (b) Gives the partial spin density in the energy range of 5 eV up to the Fermi level. A coarse mesh of the total magnetization density
shown in (a) is overlaid (highlighted in white) to illustrate the spatial extent of the covalent bond. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Table 2). The C(1) substitution is the energetically most stable dop-
ing configuration. Substituting cell site (2) is only 4 meV less prob-
able compared to the C(1) substitution and placing the C atom on
site (3) is by 235 meV less favorable in energy. The cell site (4) sub-
stitution is the most unfavorable doping configuration with
507 meV energy difference compared to the C(1) case.Fig. 4. PDOS of the Fe1a–C(1)–Fe2 configuration in GFOC(1). Given in red and beige
are the Fe1a and Fe2 d-states. Highlighted in blue are the C p-states. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)4.1.1. C(1) substitution
In the following we focus on the geometric, electronic and mag-
netic properties of C(1) doped GFO (GFOC(1)).
Starting with the structural properties of the Fe1a–C(1)–Fe2
complex the Fe1a–C(1) and Fe2–C(1) bonds show increased bond
lengths variations compared to the Fe1a–O(1)–Fe2 configuration
in stoichiometric GFO (see Tables 1 and 2). The Fe1a–C(1) bond is
increased to 2.15 Å the Fe2–C(1) distance is reduced to 1.70 Å com-
pared to undoped GFO. The overall Fe1a–X(1)–Fe2 bond length,
however, almost remains the same. Exchanging O with C increases
the Fe1a–X(1)–Fe2 enclosed angle from 126.34 to 131.99 and
reduces the Fe1b–X(1)–Fe2 enclosed angle from 123.01 to 121.14.
In stoichiometric GFO each Fe atom carries a magnetic moment
of about 4lB. In the C(1) substitution case, however, the Fe2 atom
next to the C(1) atom has a reduced magnetic moment of about
+3lB changing the actual AFM coupling into a ferrimagnetic
exchange.
Fig. 4 shows the PDOS of the Fe1a–C(1)–Fe2 complex inside
GFOC(1) calculated within the HSE approximation. To gain better
insight in the exchange mechanism the number of electrons are
integrated dividing the PDOS into two parts. First includes theTable 2
Geometric, magnetic and electronic properties of single carbon doped GFO, regarding the
approximation followed by an on top HSE calculation.
X= C(1) C(
Cell volume (Å3) 432.37 (+3.9%) 43
Fe1a–X (Å) 2.15 (+9.7%) –
Fe1b–X (Å) 2.17 (+10.2%) 2.
Fe2–X (Å) 1.70 (10.1%) 1.
Fe1a–X–Fe2 () 131.99 (+4.5%) –
Fe1b–X–Fe2 () 121.14 (1.5%) 12
Mtot (lB) 2 
X (lB) 0.42 
Fe1a (lB) 4.10 
Fe1b (lB) 4.10 
Fe2 (lB) +2.88 +3
Band gap direct upjdown (eV) 1.52j2.23 1.
Ediff[AFM–FM] (eV) 1.19 energy range of 8 eV up to 1 eV and second from 1 eV up to
the Fermi level.
The PDOS of the Fe1a d-electrons in GFOC(1) and stoichiometric
GFO are very similar (see Figs. 2 and 4). The magnetic exchange
mechanism present between the Fe1a–C(1) and the Fe1a–O(1)doping configurations (1) to (4). The simulation cell was relaxed using the GGA + U
2) C(3) C(4)
3.64 (+4.2%) 431.94 (+3.8%) 433.56 (+4.2%)
– –
14 (+10.9%) 2.01 (4.0%) –
77 (8.8%) 2.07 (1.0%) 1.99 (6.6%)
– –
5.23 (+1.8%) 99.79 (2.8%) –
2 0 2
0.49 0.03 0.57
4.11 4.10 4.10
4.03 3.72 4.10
.23 +3.78 +3.72
76j2.13 1.40j1.36 1.42j2.38
1.39 1.15 1.33
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8 eV up to 1 eV yields 4.61 electrons in the spin down channel
and another 0.72 electrons in the spin up channel. Adding the
occupied states from 1 eV up to the Fermi level gives another
0.22 electrons in the spin down and 0.15 in the spin up channel,
respectively yielding a total of 0.37 electrons. In sum there are
about 5 electrons in the minority spin channel and another elec-
tron in the majority spin channel resulting in the observed 4lB.
The Fe2 d-states on the other hand are shifted towards the fermi
energy compared to stoichiometric GFO. Integrating the Fe2 d-
states from 8 eV up to 1 eV gives 3.99 electrons in the spin up
channel and another 0.92 electrons occupying the spin down chan-
nel yielding a magnetic moment of about +3lB. Summing up the
electronic states from 1 eV up to the Fermi level gives 0.413 elec-
trons in the spin up and 0.632 electrons in the spin down channel
adding up to 1.05 electrons.
Both the Fe1a and the Fe2 atom carry about 6 d-electrons each.
The Fe2 atom, however, shows an accumulation of d-states near
the Fermi level indicating an enhanced interaction with the C(1)
atom.
Integrating the C p-states in the energy range of 8 eV to 1 eV
gives 0.45 electrons in the spin down channel and another 0.33
electrons in the spin up channel. Adding up the electronic states
from 1 eV up to the Fermi level yields a total of 0.56 p-
electrons with 0.40 electrons occupying the minority spin channel
and another 0.16 electrons in the majority spin channel. The C(1)
anion has a magnetic moment of 0.42lB and carries 1.33 p-
electrons.
The enhanced interaction and hybridization of Fe2 d and C(1) p-
states near the Fermi level is favoured by the reduced Fe2–C(1)
bond length. An Fe2 d-electron therefore becomes shifted upwards
the fermi energy forming an additional covalent bond with the C(1)
atom. The magnetic moment of the in energy shifted Fe2 d-
electron, however, becomes compensated in that respective bond
reducing the magnetic moment of the Fe2 atom to about +3lB
introducing a ferrimagnetic coupling inside the Fe1a–C(1)–Fe2
complex.
Adding up all magnetic contributions of the C(1) and Fe atoms,
considering that the O atom show a small polarization as well,
yields in a net magnetic moment of 2lB per simulation cell.
Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows spin density plots (spin up minus spin
down) of the Fe1a–C(1)–Fe2 complex with an enclosed angle of
131.99. Given in red and blue are the positive and negative mag-
netization densities, respectively. Both (a) and (b) show an
in-plane picture perpendicular to the z-axis. (a) Shows the spin
density plot of the total DOS. Clearly visible are the positive and
negative magnetization densities located at the Fe1a and the Fe2Fig. 5. Magnetization density of the Fe1a–C(1)–Fe2 complex in GFOC(1). Given in red
density of all occupied states. (b) Gives the partial spin density in the energy range of 1
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)atom respectively. The C(1) atom is polarized. The negative polar-
ization is turned towards the Fe2 atom and the smaller positive
magnetization faces the Fe1a atom. (b) Shows the partial magneti-
zation density of the energy range of 1 eV up to the Fermi level. It
reveals the spatial extent of the covalent bond formed within the
Fe1a–C(1)–Fe2 complex. A coarse mesh of the total magnetization
density shown in (a) is overlaid (highlighted in white) to illustrate
the spatial extent of the covalent bond. Clearly visible is the orbital
overlap of the negative magnetization density given in blue
between the C(1) and Fe2 atom. This overlap reduces the original
+4lB of the Fe2 atom to the calculated +3lB. The positive magne-
tization density overlap of the C(1) and the Fe1a atom on the other
hand is less pronounced.4.1.2. C(2) substitution
Introducing a C impurity at cell site (2) also introduces a total
magnetic moment of 2lB per simulation cell and evokes a ferri-
magnetic coupling inside the Fe1b–C(2)–Fe2 configuration. The
Fe1b–X(2)–Fe2 enclosed angle is increased by +1.8% to 125.23.
The C(2)–Fe1b and C(2)–Fe2 bond lengths again vary while the first
one is elongated and the second one reduced due to the enhanced
covalent exchange interaction between the C(2) and Fe2 atom.
Both the C(1) and C(2) substitutions induce a ferrimagnetic ground
state and reduce the band gap compared to stoichiometric GFO.
The respective band gaps are not symmetric due to the magnetic
ground state.4.1.3. C(3) substitution
Whereas cell site (1) and (2) are part of the AFM coupling medi-
ating Fe1–O–Fe2 chains, cell site (3) and (4) are not. In stoichio-
metric GFO the O(3) atom mediates a very weak AFM coupling
between its next nearest Fe1b and Fe2 atoms [20]. The respective
Fe1b and Fe2 atoms are already ‘‘saturated” and do not enter fur-
ther AFM superexchange interactions with additional O atoms out-
side these chains. Substituting cell site (3) with a C atom yields a
non magnetic ground state. The C(3) impurity is non magnetic
and the Fe1b and the Fe2 atoms show an absolute magnetic
moment of about 4lB, each. The Fe1b–C(3) and C(3)–Fe2 bond
lengths vary marginally and are similar to the corresponding bonds
in stoichiometric GFO. However, there is a small reduction of the
magnetic moment of the Fe1b and Fe2 atom (see Table 2) suggest-
ing the presence of a small orbital overlap and a weak interaction
with the C(3) atom. Substituting cell site (3) with a C impurity
reduces the band gap the most.and blue are positive and negative spin densities, respectively. (a) Shows the spin
eV up to the Fermi level. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
J. Atanelov, P. Mohn / Computational Materials Science 117 (2016) 380–389 3854.1.4. C(4) substitution
The energetically most unfavorable doping configuration is the
substitution of cell site (4). The next nearest cations are a Ga2 and
Fe2 atoms. No Fe1–C(4)–Fe2 complex is formed in that particular
case. However, the simulation cell shows a total magnetic moment
of 2lB. The Fe2–C(4) distance is reduced compared to the
undoped Fe2–O(4) configuration. The cell volume is increased
and the C(4) atom carries a magnetic moment of 0.57lB. To rule
out having found a meta stable solution a comparative calculation
was performed forcing the simulation cell into a non magnetic
ground state. The magnetic solution however remains more favor-
able by about 200 meV. Regarding Table 2 the next nearest Fe2
atom shows a reduced magnetic moment indicating an orbital
overlap with the C(4) atom.
Surprisingly the C(3) and C(4) substitutions show different
magnetic behavior. The non magnetic state of the C(3) atom can
be attributed to its neighboring Fe1b and Fe2 atom. The distances
to both Fe cations, which are part of the Fe1b–C(3)–Fe2 complex,
are almost symmetric. No strong covalent bond is formed as in
the C(1) and C(2) substitution. The magnetic polarization intro-
duced by the Fe neighbors fully compensates at the C(3) site end-
ing up in a non magnetic state. In the C(4) substitution case the
anion interacts only with its next nearest Fe2 cation. The C(4)–
Fe2 distance is reduced compared to stoichiometric GFO and the
C anion polarizes asymmetric with a finite magnetic moment.Fig. 6. PDOS of the Fe1a–N(1)–Fe2 configuration in GFON(1). Given in red and beige
are the Fe1a and Fe2 d-states. Highlighted in blue are the N p-states. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)4.2. Nitrogen doping
Substituting O with N leads to a ground state magnetic moment
of 1lB per simulation cell for all investigated doping configura-
tions. In any of the studied cases the N atom shows increased inter-
action with its next nearest Fe2 atom. The respective Fe2–N
distances are reduced compared to the corresponding Fe2–O bonds
in stoichiometric GFO. The decreased Fe2–N bond length intro-
duces a larger orbital overlap between the N and the Fe2 atom.
The magnetic moment of the Fe2 atom is slightly reduced by this
overlap, especially notable for the N(3) and N(4) substitution sites
(see Table 3). Introducing a N impurity enhances the cell volume
and reduces the band gap for all doping configurations. The N(1)
substitution is the energetically most stable doping configuration
similar to the C(1) substitution. Almost equal in energy is the N
(3) lattice site substitution with only 6 meV energy difference. Fol-
lowed by that is the N(4) doping configuration being 43 meV less
favorable. The energetically least probable N doping case is the N
(2) lattice site occupation, with 70 meV energy difference com-
pared to the N(1) configuration. The overall energy differences,
however, are very small compared to the C substitutions.Table 3
Geometric, magnetic and electronic properties of single nitrogen doped GFO, regarding th
approximation followed by an on top HSE calculation.
X= N(1) N
Cell volume (Å3) 432.80(+4.0%) 4
Fe1a–X (Å) 2.04(+4.1%) –
Fe1b–X (Å) 2.05(+4.1%) 2
Fe2–X (Å) 1.86(1.6%) 1
Fe1a–X–Fe2 () 127.75(+1.1%) –
Fe1b–X–Fe2 () 119.75(2.7%) 1
Mtot (lB) 1 
X (lB) 0.61 
Fe1a (lB) 4.06 
Fe1b (lB) 4.05 
Fe2 (lB) +3.97 +4
Band gap direct upjdown (eV) 1.38j2.36 1
Ediff[AFM–FM] (eV) 1.58 4.2.1. N(1) substitution
Regarding the structural properties of the Fe1a–N(1)–Fe2 com-
plex, the Fe1a–N(1) bond length is decreased and the N(1)–Fe2
bond increased by 1.6% and +4.1% respectively compared to sto-
ichiometric GFO. Both Fe–O bonds experience less geometric alter-
ations compared to the C(1) doped case. The Fe1a–N(1)–Fe2
enclosed angle is enhanced by +1.1% to 127.75. The cell volume
is increased and the ground state shows a magnetic moment of
1lB per simulation cell, which could be expected since one hole
is introduced substituting O by N.
Fig. 6 shows the PDOS of the Fe1a–N(1)–Fe2 configuration (cal-
culated within the HSE approximation). Given in beige and red are
the Fe2 and Fe1a d-states, respectively. Highlighted in blue are the
N(1) p-states. The DOS of the Fe1a and Fe2 d-states is similar to the
undoped Fe1a–O(1)–Fe2 configuration in stoichiometric GFO
shown in Fig. 2. The Fe2 d-states are not shifted towards the Fermi
level like in the C(1) doped case and the N(1) impurity introduces
an acceptor state located near the center of the band gap.
There is an enhanced accumulation of N(1) p-states near the
fermi energy similar to the C(1) doped case. The covalent bonding
between the N(1) and Fe2 atom, however, is not as strong as in the
C(1) substitution case. No additional covalent bond is formed
reducing the magnetic moment of the corresponding Fe2 atom.
Integrating the number of N(1) p-states in the energy range ofe doping configurations (1) to (4). The simulation cell was relaxed using the GGA + U
(2) N(3) N(4)
32.84(+4.0%) 429.90(+3.3%) 429.70(+3.3%)
– –
.03(+5.2%) 2.07(1.0%) –
.91(1.5%) 1.94(7.2%) 1.96(8.0%)
– –
22.83(0.1%) 102.47(0.1%) –
1 1 1
0.57 0.29 0.24
4.11 4.11 4.11
4.06 4.07 4.10
.00 +3.66 +3.68
.26j2.53 1.19j1.91 1.14j2.23
1.45 1.28 1.39
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respective electrons are almost evenly distributed among both spin
channels. 1.81 N p-states are occupied in the energy range of 8 eV
up to 1 eV yielding a magnetic moment of 0.55lB. The N atom
has a total of 2.31 p-electrons and a magnetic moment of about
0.61lB.
While 42% of the C(1) p-states are located in the small energy
range of 1 eV up to the Fermi level only 22% of the N(1)
p-electrons are found in the respective energy range. The N(1) p-
states are therefore mainly located in lower energy ranges com-
pared to the C(1) p-electrons. This can be attributed to the higher
electronegativity of the N atom as well as to the weak N(1)–Fe2
covalent bond. The enhanced C(1)–Fe2 interaction shifts both the
C(1) p-states and Fe2 d-states towards the Fermi level. The number
Fe2 d-states in the energy range of 1 eV up to the Fermi level
therefore gives information on the interaction with the respective
anion dopant. In the C(1) doped case 1.05 Fe2 d-electrons are
located in the corresponding energy range, whereas there are only
0.50 Fe2 d-electrons in the N(1) substitution case. The over all
number of Fe2 d-electrons, though, differs negligible with 5.95
and 5.71 Fe2 d-electrons in the N(1) and C(1) doped case, respec-
tively. The number of the Fe1a d-electrons are similar as well with
5.69 and 5.72 in the N(1) and C(1) substitution case.
Fig. 7(a) shows the total magnetization density and (b) the par-
tial spin density for the energy range of 1 eV up to the Fermi
level. All values are calculated within the HSE approximation.
The negative magnetic density of the N(1) atom is peanut like
shaped and has a small droplet formed positive magnetization
density next to it. The positive magnetization density is more pro-
nounced in the C(1) substitution, which can be attributed to the
decreased magnetic moment of the C(1) impurity.
Fig. 7(b) shows the magnetic interaction present within the
Fe1a–N(1)–Fe2 complex. The interaction mediated via the N(1)
atom is similar to the undoped Fe1a–O(1)–Fe2 complex in stoichio-
metric GFO (see Fig. 3). Both show an inner and outer polarization
of the anion p-states. The orbital overlap between the O(1) and the
Fe states, however, is more pronounced.
The magnetization density of the energy range of 2 eV up to
1 eV (not shown here) is similar to the one shown in (a). The elec-
trons forming the covalent bond are therefore solely located in the
energy range of 1 eV up to the Fermi level.4.2.2. N(2) substitution
The Fe1b–N(2)–Fe2 complex shows larger differences in the sin-
gle bond lengths and a slightly reduced magnetic moment of the N
(2) atom. Cell volume and band gap are similar to the N(1) dopedFig. 7. Magnetization density of the Fe1a–N(1)–Fe2 complex in GFON(1). Given in red
density of all occupied states. (b) Gives the partial spin density in the energy range of 1
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)case. The enclosed angle is reduced by only 0.1% compared to sto-
ichiometric GFO.
4.2.3. N(3) substitution
In the N(3) substitution case the respective the Fe2–N(3) bond
experiences larger structural distortions compared to the N(1)
and N(2) doping cases. The Fe2–N(3) distance becomes reduced
by 7.2% and the Fe1b–N(3) distance decreased by 1.0% com-
pared to stoichiometric GFO. The enclosed angle however reduces
by small 0.1%. The magnetic moments of the Fe2 and N(3) atom
are decreased, compared to the N(1) and N(2) doping configura-
tions. Spin up and spin down gap are reduced the most in this dop-
ing case.
4.2.4. N(4) substitution
In the N(4) substitution the next nearest cationic neighbors of
the N(4) atom are a Ga2 and an Fe2 atom. The respective Fe2–N
(4) distance is reduced by 8.0%. This is the largest Fe–N bond
length reduction of all N doping cases. The magnetic moment of
the Fe2 and N(4) atoms are reduced to +3.68lB and 0.24lB,
respectively.
4.3. Sulfur doping
Sulfur and oxygen have the same number of valence p-
electrons. The S atom shows no magnetic moment in any of the
investigated doping configurations leaving the ground state AFM.
Incorporating a S atom introduces considerable lattice distortions
due to the larger atomic radius and as a consequence influences
the AFM coupling inside the crystal.
The S(1) doping configuration is the energetically most favor-
able substitution site. Followed by that is the S(2) substitution
which is about 140 meV less probable. S(3) is the most unfavorable
doping configuration with more than half an eV energy difference
compared to the S(1) substitution. Placing the S atom on cell site
(4) is about 450 meV less favorable in energy.
The magnetic coupling mediated via the S atom is similar to the
one transferred by the O atom. A comparison of the AFM coupling
strength of both systems is therefore reasonable. N and C on the
other hand induce different magnetic coupling mechanisms such
that a comparison of the AFM coupling strength with pure GFO is
not meaningful (see Table 4).
4.3.1. S(1) substitution
Substituting O(1) with a S atom increases the cell volume by
6.4%. The Fe1a–S(1) and the Fe2–S(1) bond lengths are elongatedand blue are positive and negative spin densities, respectively. (a) Shows the spin
eV up to the Fermi level. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
Table 4
Geometric, magnetic and electronic properties of single sulfur doped GFO, regarding the doping configurations (1) to (4). The simulation cell was relaxed using the GGA + U
approximation followed by an on top HSE calculation.
X= S(1) S(2) S(3) S(4)
Cell volume (Å3) 443.01(+6.4%) 443.09(+6.5%) 446.07(+7.2%) 445.19(+7.0%)
Fe1a–X (Å) 2.29(+16.8%) – – –
Fe1b–X (Å) 2.31(+17.3%) 2.27(+17.6%) 2.31(+10.5%) –
Fe2–X (Å) 2.24(+18.5%) 2.24(+15.5%) 2.31(+10.5%) 2.35(+10.3%)
Fe1a–X–Fe2 () 130.17(+3.0%) – – –
Fe1b–X–Fe2 () 121.07(1.6%) 119.35(3.0%) 106.40(+3.7%) –
Mtot (lB) 0 0 0 0
X (lB) 0.09 +0.02 +0.03 +0.08
Fe1a (lB) 4.02 4.09 4.13 4.12
Fe1b (lB) 4.01 4.02 4.01 4.12
Fe2 (lB) +4.01 +3.98 +4.01 +4.02
Band gap direct upjdown (eV) 1.81j1.87 1.77j1.85 2.07j2.16 2.03j2.58
Ediff[AFM–FM] (eV) 1.48 1.45 0.44 1.51
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ric GFO. This is in contrast to the C(1) and N(1) anion doping cases
where the Fe2–X(1) distance is decreased introducing an enhanced
interaction. The enclosed angle of the Fe1a–S(1)–Fe2 configuration
is increased to 130.17 and the band gap becomes reduced by more
than 1 eV for each spin channel. S has the smallest electronegativ-
ity of all investigated anion dopants. A large part of the electronic
p-states are therefore found in the upper part of the DOS in the
energy range of 1 eV up to the Fermi level (see Fig. 8). Integrating
the number of S p-electrons in the energy range of 8 eV up to the
Fermi level gives 2.47 occupied states. 1.35 of these states are
located between 8 eV and 1 eV. The remaining 1.13 electrons,
which represent 46% of the S p-electrons, are found in the small
energy of range of 1 eV up to the Fermi level. Both the Fe1a and
the Fe2 atom carry 6 d-electrons and show an absolute magnetic
moment of about 4lB.
Fig. 9(a) shows the total magnetization density of the respective
Fe1a–S(1)–Fe2 complex in GFOS(1). The inner and outer polariza-
tion show a decreased spin density compared to the Fe1a–O(1)–
Fe2 configuration in stoichiometric GFO (see Fig. 3(a)).
Fig. 9(b) shows the magnetization density within the energy
range of 1 eV up to the Fermi level. The outer polarization pre-
sents the covalent bonding and shows decreased intensity com-
pared to the inner polarization. Regarding the energy range ofFig. 8. PDOS of the Fe1a–S(1)–Fe2 configuration in GFOS(1). Given in red and beige
are the Fe1a and Fe2 d-states. Highlighted in blue are the S p-states. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)4 eV up 1 eV (not shown here) the inner polarization vanishes
and the outer antiparallel spin density expands over the inner
one. Hence, a spatially expanded positive and negative magnetiza-
tion density cloud remains at the S(1) site next to the Fe1 and Fe2
atom, respectively. The covalent bond between the S and Fe atoms
is therefore mainly formed in the energy range of 4 eV up to
1 eV. The accumulation of S p-states near the Fermi level (see
Fig. 9(b)) shows reduced interaction with the neighboring Fe atoms
and mostly forms the inner polarization.
Plotting the whole energy range shown in Fig. 9(a), gives a
superimposed picture of the discussed partial energy ranges. These
compensate each other adding up to a reduced total spin polariza-
tion density at the S(1) site compared to the magnetization density
plots of stoichiometric, C(1) and N(1) doped GFO.
The O p-electrons generating the inner and outer polarization in
stoichiometric GFO (Fig. 3(a)) exhibit less energetic separation. They
are almost evenly distributed along the energy range of5 eV up to
1 eV. This is in contrast to the C(1)/C(2) and N(1)/N(2) doped case
where the covalent bond between the anion and Fe atoms is formed
in the energy range of 1 eV up to the Fermi level.
The calculated AFM coupling strength of stoichiometric GFO is
1.54 eV. Even though the simulation cell’s geometry is altered
introducing the S(1) atom the effect on the overall AFM coupling
strength is small being reduced by only 60 meV (see Table 4).
4.3.2. S(2) substitution
Exchanging O(2) by a S atom has similar effects on the GFO sim-
ulation cell. The band gap reduces by more than 1 eV and the cell
volume enhances by 6.5%. Both Fe–S(1) bond lengths of the
Fe1b–S(2)–Fe2 configuration increase compared to the undoped
system. The Fe1b–S(2)–Fe2 enclosed angle decreases to 119.35
and the AFM coupling strength is reduced to 1.45 eV.
4.3.3. S(3) substitution
Cell site substitution (3) shows an AFM coupling strength of only
0.44 meV. The structure of the AFM coupling strength mediating
Fe1–O–Fe2 chains are distorted in a way that the respective Fe–O
orbital overlap reduces. As a consequence the respectivedoping con-
figuration becomes the energetically most unfavorable one. The
band gap is slightly enhanced compared to the S(1) and S(2) substi-
tution. The Fe1b–S(3)–Fe2 enclosed angle is increased to 106.40.
4.3.4. S(4) substitution
In the S(4) substitution case the AFM coupling strength differs
only by 30 meV compared to stoichiometric GFO. The band gap is
reduced the least and the distance to the Fe2 atom is increased
by +10.3%. Since the AFM coupling strength is similar to
stoichiometric GFO one can assume that the Fe1–O–Fe2 chains
Fig. 9. Magnetization density of the Fe1a–S(1)–Fe2 complex in GFOS(1). Given in red and blue are positive and negative spin densities, respectively. (a) Shows the spin density
of all occupied states. (b) Gives the partial spin density in the energy range of 1 eV up to the Fermi level. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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configuration.
5. Discussion
Our calculations show that exchanging O with a C, N or S atom,
changes the electronic and magnetic properties of GFO in several
quite different ways. Of all investigated doping configurations
(1)–(4) cell site substitution (1) is the energetically most stable
substitution site for the C, N and S impurity atom.
Substituting O with C yields an either ferrimagnetic or antifer-
romagnetic ground state. Carbon placed on sites (1) and (2) intro-
duces a ferrimagnetic ground state and ferrimagnetic coupling in
the respective Fe1–C(1/2)–Fe2 configuration. The C(1) and the C
(2) atoms form an additional covalent bond with the correspond-
ing next nearest Fe2 atom and reduce its magnetic moment from
4lB to 3lB compared to the Fe1 atom and results in a ferrimagnetic
exchange. Carbon itself carries a magnetic moment of about half a
lB on cell sites (1), (2) and (4) which is antiparallel to the magnetic
moment of its next nearest Fe2 atom due to the enhanced interac-
tion. C(3) is non magnetic and yields an AFM ground state in GFOC
(3). The C(3) atom is part of the AFM superexchange weak mediat-
ing Fe1–C(3)–Fe2 complex.
Regarding the calculated band gaps of the different C doping
configurations with respect to the photocatalytic properties C dop-
ing shows a band gap reduction for all doping configurations. Cell
site substitution (1), (2), (4) yield a magnetic ground state of 2lB
per simulation cell yielding unequal spin up and spin down gaps. In
the C(1), C(2) and C(4) doped case spin up acceptor states are intro-
duced near the CB (conduction band), leading to a reduced major-
ity spin gap. The spin gap is reduced the most for the cell site (3)
substitution for about more than 1 eV compared to stoichiometric
GFO to about 1.40 eV for both spin channels. The C(3) substitution
case, however, exhibits impurity states that are not attached to the
CB, but located near the mid band gap energy.
Impurity states located in the middle of the band gap between
the VB and CB are known to act as recombination centers reducing
the electron-hole life time decreasing the photocatalytic efficiency.
To create a good photocatalyst one desires a ‘‘clean” band gap with
no additional states. Doping GFO with C, N and S regarding the
application as a photocatalyst should narrow the band gap without
introducing mid-band gap states minimizing the recombination
rate of the charge carriers [39,40]. This, however, is fulfilled for
the C(1), C(2) and C(4) doping configurations with impurity accep-
tor states that are either attached or near the CB.
Substituting O with N introduces a ferrimagnetic ground state
with a total magnetic moment of 1lB per simulation cell for allinvestigated doping configurations N(1–4). Nitrogen indeed medi-
ates the AFM coupling inside the Fe1–N(1/2)–Fe2 bonds but does
not induce a ferrimagnetic coupling as C(1) and C(2) in the Fe1–C
(1/2)–Fe2 configurations. The N atom, however, carries a magnetic
moment yielding the non zero magnetic ground state of GFON.
Comparing the structural parameters of the doped Fe1–X–Fe2
bonds inside the respective GFOX simulation cell, C induces larger
distortions in the atomic bonds and angles than N. Regarding the
structure of the band gaps, N introduces acceptor states in the spin
up channel near the mid-band gap. This, however, indicates an
enhanced interaction with the neighboring Fe2 atom, also repre-
sented by the reduced Fe2–N bond length. All N doping configura-
tions show a reduction of both the spin up and spin down gap,
which is more pronounced for the spin up case due to acceptor
states.
Dhanasekaran and Gupta [19], however, report increased water
splitting properties incorporating N impurities to GFO. Despite the
acceptor state located in the spin up channel the spin down chan-
nel shows no impurity states and is reduced as well compared to
stoichiometric GFO. Our results therefore support the measured
enhanced photocatalytic property of N doped GFO.
Exchanging O with S yields an AFM ground state for all doping
configurations (1)–(4). The magnetic exchange mechanism medi-
ated via the S atom is similar to the O atom. S, however, introduces
notably changes in the cell geometry due to its large atomic radius.
Even though the Fe1–S–Fe2 bond lengths are enhanced compared
to the undoped case the partial bond length ratio (Fe1–X to Fe2–X)
are similar. This is in contrast to the C(1/2) and N(1/2) doping con-
figurations where C and N show decreased and increased Fe2–X
and Fe1–X bond lengths, respectively, compared to stoichiometric
GFO.
The S(1) and S(2) doping configuration shows the highest
band gap reduction and are energetically more favorable than
the S(3) and S(4) substitution. The respective band gaps are free
of doping states supporting the experimentally measured
enhanced photocatalytic property of GFOS compared to stoichio-
metric GFO [19].
Regarding the AFM coupling strengths there is a highly reduced
energy difference between the AFM ground state and a hypothetic
FM state for doping configuration S(3). This, however, can be
explained by the distinct distortion the two Fe clusters that medi-
ate the AFM superexchange throughout the crystal. Experiments
[13] on Mn doped GFO report reduced Curie temperatures, which
the authors try to explain either by a weakened AFM coupling of
the Mn–O–Fe bonds or distorted Fe–Fe linkages and angles reduc-
ing the AFM superexchange. In the light of our results we will also
expect a reduction of the Curie temperature upon doping with S.
J. Atanelov, P. Mohn / Computational Materials Science 117 (2016) 380–389 3896. Conclusion
We investigate the effect of single anion substitution in GFO,
exchanging O by a C, N and S atom. In total we examined four dif-
ferent substitution sites for each dopant. Concluding our results we
indeed see changes in magnetic and electronic properties and
report substitution site dependent behavior. The performed calcu-
lations support the experimentally measured enhanced photocat-
alytic properties of N and S doped GFO. Further, we find AFM
and ferrimagnetic ground states in C doped GFO, depending on
the respective doping site. Large structural distortions evoked by
the incorporation of S are suspected to decrease the Curie temper-
ature and to affect the polarization inside GFOS due to highly dis-
torted O octahedra. Doping GFO with C, N, and S exhibit properties
interesting for future technical applications. Using ab initio DFT cal-
culations as a predictive tool we hope to encourage future experi-
ments and may support their interpretation.
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